My War Memories, 1914-1918
I went into the question of the speedy delivery of letters and newspapers ; I was most anxious that the men should be as closely in touch with home as possible, and I was able to help in that direction. At the beginning of the war the military postal authorities were faced with an insoluble problem. They had not sufficient motor-lorries. But under the Military Postmaster Domizlaff they soon got to work, and were able to meet the heavy demands on their resources.
Behind the front and in the large towns soldiers' and officers' clubs were established from time to time; we could not have enough of these. The soldiers' clubs in the East met a deeply-felt need ; this was shown by the numbers who frequented them. The people at home gave me real assistance, and the women who came out to the soldiers' clubs did good work.
The Field-Marshal and I were gratified when, through the agency of Pastor Hoppe, some friends offered to equip certain field libraries for the use of the troops. Providing for the intellectual needs of the troops was a labour of love, and we eagerly accepted this offer. Pastor Hoppe took the matter in hand and carried it through energetically. On my birthday in 1917 he handed me a considerable sum for the same purpose with these heartfelt words : " Der Geist schafft WafiEen und Sieg."* I hope these field libraries were useful to the troops. They could not, of course, entirely satisfy their demand for books ; field bookshops were set up in great numbers. These were handed over to the management of Messrs. Stilke, who were to co-operate with other firms. They served the troops well. The military bookshops also stocked newspapers of every political complexion.
The armies produced their own local newspapers. I arranged for them to have a good news service.
The getting up of concerts, theatres and cinema shows was in the hands of the army authorities, and was encouraged by us.
In view of the enormous demands that the High Command in the East had been obliged to make on the troops it was a real pleasure.to do everything I could for them, and my colleagues .helped me most effectively in this work.
* Tne spirit creates weapons and brings victory."

